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Abstract—In vehicular networks, broadcast communications are critically important, as many safety-related applications rely on

single-hop beacon messages broadcast to neighbor vehicles. However, it becomes a challenging problem to design a broadcast

authentication scheme for secure vehicle-to-vehicle communications. Especially when a large number of beacons arrive in a short time,

vehicles are vulnerable to computation-based Denial of Service (DoS) attacks that excessive signature verification exhausts their

computational resources. In this paper, we propose an efficient broadcast authentication scheme called Prediction-Based

Authentication (PBA) to not only defend against computation-based DoS attacks, but also resist packet losses caused by high mobility

of vehicles. In contrast to most existing authentication schemes, our PBA is an efficient and lightweight scheme since it is primarily built

on symmetric cryptography. To further reduce the verification delay for some emergency applications, PBA is designed to exploit the

sender vehicle’s ability to predict future beacons in advance. In addition, to prevent memory-based DoS attacks, PBA only stores

shortened re-keyed Message Authentication Codes (MACs) of signatures without decreasing security. We analyze the security of our

scheme and simulate PBA under varying vehicular network scenarios. The results demonstrate that PBA fast verifies almost

99 percent messages with low storage cost not only in high-density traffic environments but also in lossy wireless environments.

Index Terms—VANETs, broadcast communication, signatures, DoS attacks, prediction-based authentication

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

VEHICULAR ad hoc networks (VANETs) have recently
attracted extensive attentions as a promising approach

to enhancing road safety, as well as improving driving
experience. By using a Dedicated Short-Range Communica-
tions (DSRC) [1] technique, vehicles equipped with wireless
On-Board Units (OBUs) can communicate with other
vehicles and fixed infrastructure, e.g., Road-Side Units
(RSUs), located at critical points of the road [2]. Therefore,
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) communications are regarded as two basic types of
communications in VANETs.

Once VANETs become available, numerous safe, com-
mercial and convenient services can be deployed through
a variety of vehicular applications. These applications
mostly rely on vehicles’ OBUs to broadcast outgoing bea-
con messages and validate incoming ones. The broadcast
beacons often contain information about position, current
time, speed, direction, driving status, etc. For example,
by frequently broadcasting and receiving beacons, drivers
are better aware of obstacles and collision scenarios. They
may act early to avoid any possible damage, or to assign
a new route in case of a traffic accident in the existing
route. However, before implementing these attractive
applications, particularly safety-related ones, we must

first address and resolve VANET-related security issues
[3], [4], [5].

To secure vehicular networks, an authentication scheme
is indispensable to ensure messages are sent by legitimate
vehicles and not altered during transmissions. Otherwise,
an attacker can easily disrupt the normal function of
VANETs by injecting bogus messages. Therefore, vehicles
should broadcast each message with a digital signature.
However, the current VANET signature standard [6] using
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) would
cause high computational overhead on the standard OBU
hardware, which has limited resources for cost constraints.
Prior work has shown that one ECDSA signature verifica-
tion requires 20 milliseconds on a typical OBU with a
400 MHz processor [7]. When a large number of signed mes-
sages are received in a short time period, an OBU cannot
process them before their dedicated deadline. In this paper,
we define this attack as computation-based DoS attacks. Even
without any malice, the computation-based DoS attacks can
be easily initiated in a high-density traffic scenario. For
example, when traffic-related messages (beacons) are sent
10 times per second as suggested by the DSRC protocol [1],
[6], a vehicle is overwhelmed with more than five neighbors
within its radio range. To defend against such attacks, most
existing schemes [8], [9], [10] make use of the technology of
identity-based batch verification [11] or aggregate signature
[12] built on asymmetric cryptography to improve the effi-
ciency of verification. In their schemes, the computational
cost is mainly dominated by a few operations of pairing and
a number of operations of point multiplication over the
elliptic curve [13]. It is affordable for RSUs, but expensive
for OBUs to verify the messages [14]. Furthermore, if attack-
ers inject false beacons, the receiver is hard to locate them so
that these schemes are also vulnerable to the computation-
based DoS attacks [15]. Therefore, designing an effective
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authentication scheme under high-density traffic scenarios
is a big challenge for V2V communications.

In this paper, we propose an effective broadcast authenti-
cation scheme: Prediction-Based Authentication (PBA) to
defend against computation-based DoS attacks for V2V
communications. Unlike most of existing schemes based on
asymmetric cryptography [8], [9], [10], [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20], our PBA is primarily implemented on symmetric
cryptography, whose verification is more than 22 times
faster than ECDSA. In addition, PBA resists packet losses
naturally. Similar to mobile wireless networks, packet losses
are common in VANETs. Especially, Bai et al. have shown
that the packet loss rate can reach 30 percent in a benign net-
work, and nearly 60 percent in a congestion network [21].
We design our PBA on the TESLA scheme [22], [23], [24],
which is proposed to secure lossy multicast streams with
hash chains. With TESLA signatures piggyback, PBA oper-
ates smoothly even when the packet loss rate is high.

PBA also aims at improving the efficiency of authentica-
tion. Certain vehicular applications may require receivers to
verify urgent messages immediately. To support instant
verification, we exploit the property of predictability of a
future beacon, constructing a Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) [25]
to generate a common public key or predication outcome
for the beacon. With the prediction outcome known in
advance, receivers can instantly verify the incoming beacon.
Furthermore, we examine the storage overhead brought by
our authentication scheme. If a mechanism brings a large
storage burden, an attacker would initiate memory-based DoS
attacks where an OBU is overwhelmed by storing a large
number of unverified signatures. To defend against such
attacks, PBA records shortened re-keyed MACs instead of
storing all the received signatures.

We design PBA with an objective of providing effective,
efficient, scalable broadcast authentication and also non-
repudiation in VANETs. To the best of our knowledge, prior
authentication schemes for V2V communications either lack
non-repudiation, or fail to operate in high packet loss or
high-density traffic scenarios. The main contributions of
this work are:

� First, we analyze the security requirements for
broadcast authentication in VANETs, and design a
lightweight authentication scheme called PBA for
V2V communications. Without the participation of
RSUs or other vehicles, PBA is a distributed scheme
and operated independently.

� Second, PBA is designed to minimize the computa-
tional cost and storage overhead of authentication.
Lightweight MAC and hash operations are mostly
performed in PBA to defend against computation-
based DoS attacks. To reduce the storage overhead,
PBA exploits a local secret key to construct new short-
enedMACs of signatureswithout sacrificing security.

� Third, PBA enables instant verification. With the
predictability of a vehicle’s position, we construct a
MHT to commit all the possible results of the vehi-
cle’s movements between successive two beacons.
Signature verification can be instantly performed
based on prediction outcomes fromMHTs integrated
into beacons in advance.

� Finally, analytical and empirical validations are done
to evaluate our PBA scheme. We prove PBA is
secure, and use Markov chains to analyze the effect
of packet losses on the authentication delay and stor-
age cost. Extensive simulations also indicate that
PBA achieves excellent performance while incurring
low delay and storage cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces background on VANET settings and crypto-
graphic primitives. Section 3 describes the security require-
ment and threat model. In Section 4, we present the
construction of PBA. A detailed analysis of PBA is provided
in Section 5. In Section 6, we present our evaluation results.
Section 7 summarizes related work on authentication in
VANETs. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 8. A pre-
liminary version of parts of this paper was reported in [26].

2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide an overview of the VANET set-
ting and the basic TESLA scheme.

2.1 VANET Setting

We divide VANET messages into two types based on the
distance that they are going to spread, which means these
packets are either single-hop beacons or multi-hop traffic
data. For secure multi-hop traffic data, the standard ECDSA
scheme [6] performs well when messages are sent infre-
quently. In this paper, we focus on the single-hop relevant
applications, where vehicles periodically exchange beacons
with nearby vehicles that are within the radio range.

As shown in Fig. 1, based on the IEEE 1609.2 standard,
vehicles will periodically broadcast beacon information
(e.g., position, velocity and time) 10 times per second to
avoid the traffic accidents and react to unsafe situations.
These information can be obtained from on-board devices
such as GPS sensors, which could support nanosecond-level
timing accuracy and meter-level positioning accuracy [7].

In the IEEE 1609.2 standard, a Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) is required for key management in VANETs. Each
vehicle is equipped with a pair of ECDSA keys: a private
key for signing and a public key for verification. These keys
would be issued by a Certificate Authority (CA). Each key

Fig. 1. Typical VANET scenario. A vehicle’s OBU will periodically broad-
cast a beacon 10 times per second.
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pair will be stored in the vehicle’s OBU, with tamper-resis-
tant property to defend against the compromising attack.

A VANET beacon often contains a message body m, the
sender’s signature S, and the public key certificate of the
sender Cert. The creation time is included inm which could
help receivers determine the message’s deadline. S ensures
that the sender is accountable for this message, and thus
prevents drivers from releasing malicious information. Cert
is used to announce the sender’s public key and identify the
sender’s legality.

2.2 TESLA

TESLA is an efficient scheme based on symmetric cryptog-
raphy [22], [23], [24]. It makes use of one-way hash chains
with delayed disclosure of keys to achieve source authenti-
cation. For TESLA to operate securely, the sender and the
receiver should be loosely time synchronized, which means
that the synchronization does not need to be precise, but the
receiver requires to know an upper bound on the sending
time [23].

Consider the chain of length nwith the valuesK1; . . . ; Kn

for time intervals I1; . . . ; In (as shown in Fig. 2). TESLA can
generate this chain by randomly selecting the last value Kn

and repeatedly applying a one-way hash function H to
derive the previous values: Ki ¼ HðKiþ1Þ8i2f0;...;n�1g. The

beginning of the chain, K0 serves as a commitment to the
entire chain and allows anybody to authenticate the follow-
ing values of the chain. Moreover, TESLA uses a second
hash function H 0 to derive the key K0

i: K0
i ¼ H 0ðKiÞ,

which is used to compute the MACs of the messages for
each time interval.

To authenticate a message for an interval Ii, a sender
broadcasts the messagemi with aMAC of themessage using
the sender’s key for this interval (K0

i). The key K0
i remains

secret for the future d� 1 intervals, so recipients need to
store the entire message and MAC until the sender broad-
casts the key. After d intervals, the sender discloses the key.
Then, receivers check the key by recovering the commitment
with iteratively invoking the hash function. If it is valid, they
apply the verified key to check the storedMAC.

TESLA can guarantee the receiver never accepts a mes-
sage as an authentic message unless it was actually sent by
the sender [23]. As a lightweight authentication scheme,
TESLA also tolerates arbitrary packet loss. However, a

drawback of TESLA is that the receiver has to buffer packets
one disclosure delay before it can authenticate them. More-
over, TESLA does not provide non-repudiation, since the
receiver cannot convince a third party that the message
arrived from the claimed sender.

3 SECURITY REQUIREMENT AND THREAT MODEL

In this section, we will discuss the desirable security
requirements of a broadcast authentication scheme in
VANETs, and describe the potential attacks against those
requirements.

3.1 Security Requirement

An efficient authentication scheme should guarantee timely
message authenticity and non-repudiation. Meanwhile, it
should resist packet losses and DoS attacks for relevant
applications in VANETs. Here, we discuss each of these
properties in detail.

Timely authentication. With the authentication mecha-
nism, receivers can ensure that a message was sent by a
valid vehicle and it has not been modified during the trans-
mission. Furthermore, timely signature verification is essen-
tial since each message has an expiration time by which the
receiver should verify it. In VANETs, single-hop relevant
applications usually have a shorter deadline.

Non-repudiation. The property of non-repudiation allows
a receiver to prove to a third party that the sender is account-
able for generating the message. If the broadcast mechanism
lacks non-repudiation, an adversary can claim it to be
another party that created the message. Non-repudiation
usually implies authentication, so the receiver can identify
the sender and detect the manipulation of bogus packets.

Packet losses resistant. Packet losses are common in wire-
less networks, especially in VANETs. When a packet is lost
during the transmission, it should have little influence for
the receiver to verify other subsequent packets.

DoS attacks resistant. Given the relatively expensive
nature of signature verification, attackers may initiate com-
putation-based DoS attacks that broadcasting a number of
invalid signatures overwhelms the receivers’ computational
resources. If an authentication scheme brings large storage
overhead, attackers may initiate memory-based DoS attacks
which overwhelm the receivers’ memory resources by
broadcasting a number of invalid malicious messages. An
authentication mechanism should have low computational
and memory cost such that other applications can be oper-
ated normally in VANETs.

3.2 Threat Model

An attacker may pretend to be another entity, generate or
modify a packet, or block future packets to prevent authen-
tication. We assume that an attacker can modify a series of
packets from a sender without signatures. If the sender
broadcasts the signature for the last few packets, the
attacker can intercept the signature so that receivers are
unable to authenticate packets.

We consider both computation-based and memory-
based DoS attacks, which are caused by one or more collud-
ing attackers broadcasting invalid signatures or a number
of legitimate vehicles sending valid message signatures

Fig. 2. Chained keys generation.
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within the radio range. We consider packet losses are
caused by the poor quality of communication channels
(e.g., high mobility of vehicles). We do not consider
flooding attacks where attackers flood a high volume of
beacons to block the communication, because receivers
can quickly identify them. To protect the privacy of
vehicles, pseudonym-based scheme [5], [27] could be
exploited that OBUs periodically change public keys in
our scheme. Jamming attacks [28], [29], [30] are out of the
scope of this paper.

4 THE PBA SCHEME

This section presents PBA, which makes use of both ECDSA
signatures and TESLA-based scheme to authenticate bea-
cons. Similar to the TESLA scheme, PBA also requires loose
time synchronization. In VANETs, it is naturally supported
since messages sent by GPS-equipped vehicles are time-
stamped with nanosecond-level accuracy.

By looking into beacons, we find that the information in a
beacon except a vehicle’s position is almost deterministic
based on its previous beacons. As also mentioned in [7], the
entropy of beacons is relatively low from the sender vehi-
cle’s point of view. Given the past trajectory, a vehicle’s
future position can be predicted as the vehicle’s movement
is mainly restricted by the road topology and speed limit.
We mainly use this fact to construct our PBA scheme. We
will next describe how it authenticates beacons.

4.1 Protocol Overview

Our PBA includes the process of generating a signature by a
sender and verifying the signature by a receiver. We intro-
duce them separately.

First, each vehicle splits its timeline into a sequence of
time frames. Each time frame is also divided into a sequence
of beacon intervals, which we remark I0; I1; . . . ; In. In a time
frame, to send the first beacon B0 for I0, a vehicle will per-
form four steps: chained keys generation, position prediction,
Merkle hash tree construction, and signature generation. To
send other beacons in that time frame, the vehicle only oper-
ates the last three steps.

1) Chained keys generation. At the beginning of a time
frame, each vehicle generates n chained private keys
for the next n beacons. It uses one interval worth of
private key for authentication as the TESLA scheme.
In the following description, we call these private
keys TESLA keys.

2) Position prediction. At each beacon interval, each
vehicle predicts its position broadcast in the next
beacon. To do so, vehicles model all the possible
results of movements between two consecutive bea-
cons based on information of the past trajectory, as
shown in Fig. 3a.

3) Merkle hash tree construction. After position predic-
tion, the vehicle will construct one interval worth of
a public key and private keys. These private keys are
associated with the results of movements. We pro-
pose a MHT, which ties these pre-computed keys
together and then generates a single public key or
prediction outcome for all the possible movements.

As illustrated in Fig. 3b, Rooti is the prediction out-
come for all the results of movements from Ii�1 to Ii.

4) Signature generation. After position prediction and
MHT construction, a vehicle signs the commitment
of the hash chain and the prediction outcome from
MHT using ECDSA signatures, and broadcasts it
along with the first beacon B0 in the time frame. For
the rest of beacons such as B1; B2; . . . ; Bn, the vehicle
signs the message and the prediction outcome from
MHT using the TESLA keys assigned in the intervals
I1; I2; . . . ; In (shown in Fig. 4).

After receiving a beacon, a vehicle will perform the fol-
lowing two steps:

1) Self-generated MAC storage. To reduce the storage cost
of unverified signatures, the receiver only records a
shortened re-keyed MAC. When the receiver keeps
the used key secret, PBA provides security guaran-
tees according to the size of beacon interval and net-
work bandwidth.

2) Signature verification. For the first beacon, the receiver
verifies the ECDSA signature. To verify the following
signed Bi, the receiver will get the corresponding
TESLA key, and reconstruct the prediction outcome
from MHT (shown in Fig. 4). If a matching MAC of
prediction outcome is found in the memory, the
receiver authenticates the beacon instantly. Otherwise,
the receiver authenticates it with the later TESLA key.

4.2 Chained Keys Generation

Before sending any beacon, a vehicle first generates n
chained keys for signing and a commitment K0 like the
TESLA scheme, as shown in Fig. 2.

As we mentioned before, the drawback of the TESLA
scheme is that the receiver needs to buffer packets some
intervals before it can authenticate them. This might not be
practical for certain single-hop relevant applications where
timing is usually critical. We modify the basic TESLA

Fig. 3. Example of Merkle hash tree construction. Each leaf node in a
tree corresponds to one entry in the prediction table, and the inner node
is the hash of the two children.
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scheme to support instant authentication, which allows the
receiver to verify packets as soon as they arrive.

In our TESLA-based scheme, the sender predicts the next
interval’s message miþ1 in the interval Ii, and gets the pre-
diction outcome Rootiþ1 (we show the detailed process of
prediction outcome construction in Sections 4.3 and 4.4). To
construct the beacon packet Bi, the sender picks the TESLA
key Ki for Ii, and appends the MAC over mi and Rootiþ1

with K0
i, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the beacon Bi

is shown as: mi jMACK0
i
ðmiÞ jMACK0

i
ðRootiþ1Þ jKi�1, where

the last item means the disclosed TESLA key. Here, the
notion j stands for message concatenation.

We now briefly present how our TESLA-based scheme
works. In Fig. 2, when the beacon Bi with the disclosed key
Ki�1 arrives at a receiver, it allows the receiver to verify the
beacon Bi�1 sent in interval Ii�1. Bi�1 carries the prediction
outcome Rooti for mi. Therefore, the message mi can be
immediately verified with Rooti andKi�1.

Dealing with packet losses. If certain previous beacon, such
as Bi�1, is lost or dropped due to the poor quality of wire-
less channel, we cannot immediately authenticate the
incoming beacon Bi. However, we are able to authenticate it
with the original TESLA signature MACK0

i
ðmiÞ, where the

TESLA keyKi is disclosed in or after interval Iiþ1.

4.3 Position Prediction

As position is the main source of uncertainty in beacons, we
discuss how the sender vehicle predicts its own future
positions.

For every two consecutive beacons, such as Bi�1 and Bi,
PBA requires the sender to model all the possible results of
the distance vector differences or movements between them.
The output of this step is a prediction table P Ti in which
each entry represents one possible movement between Ii�1

and Ii. Inspired by thework [7], [26], we also use a local coor-
dinate to express the sender’s future positions.

We place the origin of this local coordinate at the begin-
ning position ~P0 of the current time frame. A pair of orthog-
onal vectors (i.e., ~x and ~y) are also required, the scalar of
which can be chosen according to a desired level of posi-

tioning accuracy. Then, every future position ~Pi could be

represented as ~Pi ¼ ~P0 þ ai~xþ bi~y, where ai and bi are
rounded to integers. Hence, the movement from the interval
Ii�1 to Ii is:

~Mi ¼ ~Pi � ~Pi�1 ¼ ðai � ai�1Þ~xþ ðbi � bi�1Þ~y; (1)

which can be briefly given by a pair of integers ðai�
ai�1; bi � bi�1Þ.

As shown in Fig. 3a, the prediction table PTi collects all

the possible results of ~Mi. Here, we are not interested in
accurately modeling the mobility of a vehicle given the past
trajectory, which is orthogonal to our work. In this work,
we would like to design a broadcast signature scheme
working with an arbitrary prediction model.

4.4 Merkle Hash Tree Construction

Given the prediction table, the vehicle needs to generate a
single public key (or prediction outcome) for all the possible
movements. It first generates private keys, which are associ-
ated with the results of movements in PTi. Then, a MHT
structure is proposed to tie these keys together and generate
a single public key or prediction outcome for all the
movements.

A MHT structure is a binary tree structure where each
leaf is assigned a hash value and an inner node is assigned
the hash value of its children. As shown in Fig. 3b, for an
entry Mk in PTi (which shows that the vehicle will move to

location ~Pi�1 þ ~Mk with a certain probability in interval Ii),
there is a leaf labeled as Lk ¼ HðIijTijMkjRikÞ in the MHT,
where Rik is a random value to prevent signature forgery.
The inner node is the hash of the two children, e.g.,
L9 ¼ HðL1jL2Þ. The root of the MHT is also computed by
hashing the concatenation of its two children, i.e.,
Rooti ¼ HðL13jL14Þ. Then, the sender obtains Rooti, which
is the predication outcome of the message mi based on the
prediction table PTi.

4.5 Signature Generation

After generating the commitment K0, constructing the pre-
diction table with a local coordinate, and producing the
MHT’s root Root1 for the next beacon B1, the sender broad-
casts the first beacon in a time frame. It contains public
keys, time stamp T0, and other important parameters (such
as, its local coordinate system). We format the first beacon

as B0 ¼ fm0; S0; Certg, where m0 ¼ fT0; I0; ~P0; K0; ~x;~y;
Root1g is signed by ECDSA, and a Cert is issued by a CA.

For Ii, being at the position ~Pi and time Ti, the vehicle

will locate the leaf node corresponding to ~Pi in the MHT,
and broadcast the necessary values and off-path nodes of
this leaf in mi. We define off-path nodes are the siblings of
the nodes on the path from one leaf to the root of MHT. For
example, in Fig. 4, the car shows the leaf associated with the
current location and time. At T1, the sender moves to
~P1 ¼ ~P0 þ ~M2, associated with L2. Hence, m1 includes
the random value and off-path nodes: fR12; L1; L10; L14g.

Fig. 4. Signature broadcast and verification. To verify B1 or B2, the
receiver gets the TESLA key K0 or K1, rebuilds the root of MHT with the
information in B1 or B2, and then checks whether the root matches the
one signed in B0 or B1.
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Similarly, m2 also includes the random value and off-path
nodes for I2.

To construct the signature ofmi, the sender first picks the
TESLA key Ki for the interval Ii. Then, by performing the
steps of position prediction and MHT construction, it
obtains the root value Rootiþ1 for Iiþ1. Finally, the sender
signs mi and Rootiþ1 with K0

i. As shown in Fig. 4, the signa-
ture of m1 includes the TESLA signature MACK0

1
ðm1Þ and

MACK0
1
ðRoot2Þ.

Thus, except the first beacon, the broadcast Bi includes
the message mi, the signature Si, and the TESLA key Ki�1

which is disclosed for receivers to verify previous beacons.
Reducing the communication overhead.As the random value

and off-path nodes are contained in the message, the size of
beacon is larger than before. To reduce the communication
overhead, we could decrease the number of off-path nodes
with Huffman hash tree instead of Merkle hash tree. Note
that, if Huffman hash tree is used to reduce the communica-
tion overhead, it will take effect only when an OBU predicts
its movement accurately [7].

4.6 Self-Generated MAC Storage

In a time frame, as the first beacon B0 is signed by ECDSA, a
receiver will directly store K0, Root1 and other local param-
eters if it passes the verification. Except B0, when the
receiver gets the signature of a beacon Bi, it will store a self-
generated MAC to reduce memory cost. Algorithm 1
depicts the operations of the receiver.

Algorithm 1. Self-Generated MAC.

Require: Beacon Bi, Local secret key SKloc

1: Check the security condition;
2: if not satisfied then
3: Drop the beacon
4: else
5: Compute

MACRSiþ1
¼ MACSKloc

ðMACK0
i
ðRootiþ1ÞÞ

6: StoreMACRSiþ1

7: ifKi�1 is valid then
8: Reconstruct the MHT’s root node Root0i
9: Recompute

MAC0
RSi

¼ MACSKloc
ðMACK0

i�1
ðRoot0iÞÞ

10: if Search ðMAC0
RSi

Þ ¼¼ 1 then
11: Acceptmi

12: Free memory forMACRSi

13: else
14: Compute

MACMSi ¼ MACSKloc
ðMACK0

i
ðmiÞÞ

15: Storemi andMACMSi

16: end if
17: Verify previously received messages

Free memory formg andMACMSg (g < i)
18: end if
19: end if

The security of the basic TESLA scheme depends on the
TESLA keys that remain secret until a pre-determined time
period [23]. PBA builds on the basic TESLA scheme, so
the receiver must verify the key Ki, which is used to gener-
ate the signature of the beacon, has not yet been disclosed

by the sender (Line 1). If this security condition does not
hold, the receiver must drop the beacon, because it cannot
assure the authenticity any more (Line 2 and 3). Otherwise,
it recomputes the MAC of the signed prediction outcome
with a local secret key SKloc: MACRSiþ1

¼ MACSKloc

ðMACK0
i
ðRootiþ1ÞÞ (Line 5). Note that, SKloc is only known

by the receiver. The receiver stores this shortened MAC
(i.e., MACRSiþ1

) until the next interval Iiþ1 (Line 6). The life-

time of MACRSiþ1
is one interval in memory since it is only

useful to achieve instant verification of Biþ1.
The incoming Bi also contains the TESLA key Ki�1. The

receiver will check whether it can use Ki�1 to verify Bi and
some previous unverified beacons (Line 7). To verify Bi, the
receiver first reconstructs the MHT’s root node Root0i (Line
8, we present the reconstruction process in Sec. 4.7). It then
calculates the shortened MAC (i.e., MAC0

RSi
¼ MACSKloc

ðMACK0
i�1

ðRoot0iÞÞ) (Line 9), and compares it with the one

stored in memory. If a matching MAC is found (Line 10),mi

is authenticated (Line 11) and the receiver can free the mem-
ory (Line 12). If none of the stored MACs match MAC0

RSi
,

the receiver considers that the prediction outcome of the
message lost. Thus, it will compute the shortened MAC of
the message (i.e., MACMSi ¼ MACSKloc

ðMACK0
i
ðmiÞÞ)

(Line 14), store mi and MACMSi (Line 15), and wait for the

later key for authentication. Moreover, the disclosed TESLA
key Ki�1 might allow the receiver to verify previously
receivedmessages and then free thememory (Line 17).

Here, we set the size of original MACs to be 160 bits and
the size of short MACs 32 bits. Given the interval of 100 ms
as suggested by the IEEE standard, we will prove that
receivers could use shorter MACs to store signatures with-
out decreasing security. We also find that the receiver’s
memory consumption is related to the packet loss rate in
VANETs. Assuming the lifetime of beacons to be N , we will
discuss the upper-limit of memory consumption for PBA in
Section 5.3.

4.7 Signature Verification

For the first beacon B0, ECDSA signature can provide the
property of non-repudiation. It helps the receiver ensure
that the sender is accountable for the parameters such as the

initial position ~P0 and the commitment of hash chains K0,
and thus prevents drivers from broadcasting malicious
information.

To verify the following signed Bi, the receiver verifies the
validity of Ki�1 by following the one-way key chain back to
K0 signed with ECDSA. It recomputes the root value Root0i
of MHT given relevant values in themi, and checks whether
it matches Rooti stored in the memory. If not, the receiver
will verifymi with the later TESLA key.

In the example of Fig. 4, the receiver gets the tree root
Root1 from the first beacon. In I1, it reconstructs L2 from the
values (e.g., R12) in the message, and calculates the hash
tree root based on L2 and the off-path hashes fL1; L10; L14g.
If the calculated root HðHðHðL1jL2ÞjL10ÞjL14Þ matches

Root1, the receiver is convinced that the sender moves ~M2

distance from I0 to I1, being located at ~P1 ¼ ~P0 þ ~M2. In I2,
the receiver of B2 reconstructs the hash tree root as before,
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and then does MAC operations towards the root with the
keys K0

1 and SKloc. If the value matches MACRS2 stored in

the memory, the receiver is convinced that the sender

moves ~M7 distance from I1 to I2, being located at ~P2 ¼
~P1 þ ~M7.

Public key rebroadcasting. As K0 is only sent at the begin-
ning of a time frame, if a vehicle A encounters a vehicle C
after C broadcasts its current K0, A cannot verify C’s bea-
cons until the next time frame. To overcome this issue, we
may consider that vehicle C signs K0 by ECDSA with the
certificate every second (10 beacons) on demand. Hence,
after waiting several beacon intervals, the receiver A is able
to authenticate beacons.

Here, we do not specialize how often vehicle C signs K0

by ECDSA as we only give a general solution of broadcast
authentication in VANETs. It is absolutely possible to con-
sider the length of time frame and the frequency of ECDSA
signature when we have a specific application. The system
designer can easily modify our scheme according to the
applications’ needs. For example, in an application where
time demand is tight, vehicle A may send a request packet
to vehicle C for K0, and C will return the ECDSA signature
immediately. After getting it, vehicle A can initiate authenti-
cation with this trust commitment.

5 ANALYSIS

In this section, we first prove that PBA is secure. Then, we
discuss the performance of PBA in wireless lossy environ-
ments. Finally, we analyze the storage requirements of PBA.
We assume the packet loss rate is p, and a beacon’s lifetime
is N (N � 1) intervals from the time that a sender generates
the beacon.

5.1 Security Proof

PBA relies on the symmetric cryptographic functions
(hashes and MACs) and the basic TESLA scheme. We
begin by assuming these cryptographic functions are
secure. The security of the TESLA scheme has been
proved in previous work [24]. Besides the basic TESLA
scheme, new mechanisms are proposed in PBA to pro-
vide more properties. On one hand, a sender broadcasts
a MAC before it sends the beacon to support instant
authentication. On the other hand, by using a secret key
on the received MAC, the receiver generates a shortened
MAC to reduce the possibility of memory-based DoS
attacks. However, these new mechanisms will become
useless if they enable adversaries to spoof other vehicles.
Here, we show a detailed security proof of PBA.

Theorem 1. If the underlying MAC algorithms and hash chains
are secure, given a receiver vehicle’s key is securely kept, PBA
provides a negligible probability that an attacker could forge a
legitimately authenticated message in the context of VANETs,
independent of the attacker’s computational capability.

To prove this theorem, we need to prove the following
two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Assuming that the underlying MAC algorithms and
hash chains are secure, broadcasting the MAC of a message’s
prediction outcome is secure.

Proof. Based on the known MAC, the aim of the attackers is
to generate false messages and pretend to be the original
sender. To achieve this purpose, they will try all kinds of
methods to be successful.

First, an attacker may try to find a different prediction
outcome ^Rootiþ1, which results in the same MAC as

the original Rootiþ1: MACK0
i
ðRootiþ1Þ ¼ MACK0

i
ð ^Rootiþ1Þ.

However, producing such an outcome means the under-
lying MAC was not secure under an adaptive chosen-
message attack.

Second, an attacker may want to get the undisclosed
TESLA key Ki before the sender broadcasts it so that it
can produce any valid MAC and message pair. However,
to successfully find such an undisclosed key, the attacker
should defeat the one-way property of hash chains,
which is not feasible on computation.

Finally, an attacker may intend to create a message ~m,

where there is some new ~Lz such that ~Lz 6¼ Lz but
^Rootiþ1 ¼ Rootiþ1 in the MHT. Provided that it succeeds,

there must exist a collision of hash function. Without loss
of generality, we will show that with z ¼ 1. The attacker

constructs the root of MHT, i.e., ^Rootiþ1, with a structure
like Fig. 3b.

Let ~L9 ¼ Hð ~L1jL2Þ. If L9 ¼ ~L9, there exists a collision

of hash function. Else, we have L9 6¼ ~L9. Let ~L13 ¼ H

ð ~L9jL10Þ. If L13 ¼ ~L13, then L9jL10 and ~L9jL10 form

another collision of H. Else, we have L13 6¼ ~L13. With
^Rootiþ1 ¼ Rootiþ1, it produces a collision: L13jL14 and

~L13jL14. Therefore, a collision of hash function must exist
at certain step. tu

Lemma 2. Provided a receiver’s key SKloc is securely kept, PBA
provides security guarantees based on the parameters ðtI ;WBÞ,
where tI is the size of the beacon interval and WB is the net-
work bandwidth.

Proof. Without a receiver’s key SKloc, an attacker has no
method to calculate the shortened MAC for one predic-
tion outcome. Therefore, as the best strategy, the attacker
will broadcast MACs as many times as possible for a
given beacon interval to make the receiver record a new
shortened MAC. Then, the attacker tries to spoof a mes-

sage D
0
with one sender’s valid TESLA key Ki to corre-

spond to a MAC value ~MACRS . The receiver will
mistakenly trust the attacker if he previously stored the

shortened MAC: ~MACRS ¼ MACSKloc
ðMAC

K
0
i
ðD0 ÞÞ.

Provided that the size of the shortened MAC isXs bits,

there are 2Xs MACs in all. Hence, to successfully forge an

arbitrary message, the attacker should send 2Xs log 2Xs

MACs on average in a beacon interval. The probability of

the attacker successfully spoofing amessage is WB�tI
Gm�2Xs �log 2Xs

,

where WB is the DSRC bandwidth, tI is the size of beacon
interval, andGm shows the average length of beacons.

We exaggerate the bandwidth of VANETs to be 100
Mbps. According to the IEEE standard, we pick the value
of tI from 100 to 300 ms. If we choose the size of original
MAC 160 bits and shortened MAC 32 bits, the probability

of success is reduced to 10�6. Therefore, although a
receiver only stores a shortened MAC, the attacker is
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different to make the receiver trust a forged message in
VANETs. tu

5.2 Authentication in Wireless Lossy Situations

In this part, we consider how long our PBA scheme takes for
an authentication of one beacon, when packet loss occurs in
VANETs.

First, we will show how many intervals are needed to
authenticate a beacon on average. As shown in Fig. 5a, we use
a Markov Chain to model the interaction between packet
losses and our authentication scheme, where the current state
includes three elements. The first element shows whether the
authentication has occurred (i.e., Authenticated State with 1
or Unauthenticated State with 0). The second element
presents the loss or reception of the later packet that produces
the MAC value (i.e., 0 or 1 MAC). The last element shows
how many beacon intervals or delays from a receiver have
taken place (i.e., 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N � 1). Fig. 5b shows the Markov
Chain which represents the authentication process without
TESLA signatures piggyback. In this case, the receiver will
not store the messages. The main difference between Fig. 5a
and 5b is that the receiver in (b) only verifies the beacon based
on the previous prediction outcome.

We analyze the average time taken in the transition states
of the Markov Chains, and get average beacon intervals for
a receiver to verify a beacon broadcast by a sender.1 For
PBA, we find that on average Tfa intervals are required to
successfully authenticate one beacon, which is related with
the average number of beacons required to reach {(1, 0, 0)}
state from{(0, 1, 0)} state.2

Tfa ¼
1

ð1� pÞð1� pNÞ � 1: (2)

Similarly, by analyzing the chain in Fig. 5b, we find that
on average Tfb intervals are required to authenticate one
beacon without TESLA signatures piggyback:

Tfb ¼
1

ð1� pÞ2 � 1: (3)

As N increases, the impact level in Equation (2)
decreases faster than in Equation (3), which is also shown
in Fig. 6. When p increases, more intervals are taken on
authentication as expected. Through all these curves, we
observe that messages with TESLA signatures piggyback
are authenticated in less intervals with a larger N . Never-
theless, the improved gain becomes small when N
continues increasing.

In all, we find that PBA resists packet losses effectively
due to TESLA signatures piggyback. In lossy environments,
the performance of authentication delay can be further
improved with a large value of N . However, more storage
overhead will be introduced with a larger N . We will dis-
cuss this issue in next section.

5.3 Storage Requirements

In our scheme, we only store smaller MACs to prevent
memory-based DoS attacks. Here, we discuss the upper-
limit of memory consumption for our PBA scheme,
which is a function of how much data are broadcast by
senders in an interval and how long these data are stored
by receivers.

We first get the expression of average memory con-
sumption for one beacon. With the Markov Chain, we
model the interaction between the packet loss and mem-
ory cost for PBA. The states in the chain encode that
how many intervals from a receiver have occurred (i.e.,
0; 1; 2; . . . ; N), and the receiver stores either the shortened
MAC or both the message and the shortened MAC. We
use Q to indicate the matrix of one-step transition proba-
bility Qij. For long process, the probability of each state j

is expressed by Pj, which is the unique solution of

Pj ¼
PN

i¼0 PiQij and
PN

j¼0 Pj ¼ 1. Then, on average Es

storage is needed for one beacon, where Xs is the size of
the shortened MAC of the prediction outcome, jmcj is the
average length of the message, and Xm is the size of the
shortened MAC of the message.

Es ¼ Xs �P0 þ ðXm þ jmcjÞ �
XN�1

i¼1

i �Pi þ ðN � 1Þ �PN

 !

:

(4)

To compute the upper-limit of memory consumption
Fs, we also need to consider how much data are broad-
cast by senders in one interval. Therefore, given that the
bandwidth of VANET channel is WB, a receiver will at

Fig. 5. Markov chains for authentication in lossy situations.

Fig. 6. Average intervals for a receiver to successfully authenticate a
beacon as the packet loss rate p grows.

1. Here, we neglect the verification time produced by hash opera-
tions, and only calculate it in unit of beacon interval for simplicity.

2. Note that, this analysis excludes the authentication of the first
beacon.
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most store the maximum number of beacons sent in one
beacon interval (tI) times average memory saving for one
beacon :

Fs ¼ tI �WB

Gm
� Es; (5)

where Gm represents the average length of beacons.
Fig. 7 shows the maximum storage overhead of PBA with

different combinations of N and p, given WB ¼ 6 Mbps and
tI ¼ 100 ms. When N � 2, the curve of Fs increases rapidly
as the packet loss rate p grows, since more beacons are veri-
fied by the TESLA mechanism leading to higher storage
overhead.

Given a value of p ¼ 0:2, there are about 80 percent of
messages that could be instantly authenticated by the
receiver. For the rest of messages, the receiver is able to han-
dle them before their lifetime when N is not small (e.g.,
N � 10). Therefore, for a value of p, we can see that Fs

would keep a maximum value when N continues increas-
ing. According to the analysis, it is worth noting that an
OBU can process the maximum number of data required to
be stored even with a limited memory space of 1MBytes.

6 SIMULATION RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of PBA, we use NS-3 to simu-
late the algorithm in a variety of VANET topologies. First,
we consider a sender vehicle sends a beacon every 100 ms,
and moves along the trajectory pre-defined for the simula-
tion. The receiver vehicle receives the beacons with the
probability 1� p. Then, we simulate PBA together with
ECDSA, TESLA and VAST [31] in more real road situations,
with more sources sending beacons.

The parameters commonly used in VANETs are listed in
Table 1. Moreover, a prediction table is required to model
the vehicle’s future positions. Actually, some car suppliers
or application providers of VANETs could offer advanced
traffic statistics model to build the accurate prediction table.
For simulation, however, we construct a large prediction
table to cover most of a vehicle’s movements in a beacon
interval, with 129 km/h of maximum speed limit. We set

the block unit to be 2 meters with commodity GPS’s posi-
tioning accuracy. For each beacon interval, we make use of
six layers of MHT in our simulation.

6.1 Single-Neighbor Case

We first discuss the impact of the time frame n, the packet
loss rate p, and the lifetime of beacons N on our PBA
scheme. We will evaluate PBA based on these four metrics:

� Sender’s computational overhead, which is
expressed by the average time for a beacon’s signa-
ture generation;

� Receiver’s computational overhead, which is
expressed by the average time for a beacon’s signa-
ture verification;

� Packet processing rate of a receiver, which is defined
as the ratio of beacons successfully verified to bea-
cons received;

� Storage cost for a beacon’s verification, which is
defined as the total amount of Bytes stored by
vehicles.

Fig. 8 shows the performance of PBA with various p and
N under different time frames. Both the sender and
receiver’s computational cost reduce with the increasing of
time frame. This is because hash and MAC operations,
which are done much faster than the operations of ECDSA
verification, have a high proportion in the overall computa-
tion, especially when the time frame is set to be a large
value. From the results, we can see that PBA only requires
about 0:1 ms to sigh a beacon and less than 1 ms to verify
the beacon, which significantly outperforms the standard
ECDSA scheme.

Fig. 9 shows that the packet processing rate is affected by
both p and N . When p begins to increase due to wireless
losses or highly dynamic environments, some beacons are
lost so that the incoming beacons will be not verified
instantly and buffered in the queue. If N is large enough,
the receiver can verify the beacons even under high packet
loss rate (e.g., p ¼ 0:6). In this case, PBA can still maintain
almost 100 percent packet processing rate. Otherwise, the
curve of packet processing rate declines when beacons are
out of date and then dropped. On the storage overhead, we
compare the simulation results with theoretical analysis
obtained by Equation (4) in Section 5.3. We find the theoreti-
cal analysis predicts the performance very accurately.

Fig. 7. The estimated maximum storage overhead Fs as the function of
beacons’ lifetime N and the packet loss rate p, with WB ¼ 6 Mbps,
tI ¼ 100ms, Gm ¼ 160 Bytes, jmcj ¼ 100 Bytes, andXs ¼ Xm ¼ 4 Bytes.

TABLE 1
Parameters

Parameter Value

ECDSA’s Generation Time 7 ms
ECDSA’s Verification Time 22 ms
Hash or MAC Operation Time 1 ms
ECDSA Signature Size 512 bits
MAC, MAC Key Size 160 bits
Vehicle’s Radio Range 300 meters
Bandwidth of DSRC Channel 6 Mbps
Beacon’s Lifetime N 5 or 10 (0:5 or 1 sec)
Time Frame n 10� 500 (1� 50 sec)
Packet Loss Rate p 0� 0:6
Traffic Density 2� 100 vehicles
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As a summary, our simulation results confirm that PBA
reduces the computational cost of sender and receiver dras-
tically. It can resist packet losses, and maintain high packet
processing rate with low storage overhead even at highly
dynamic environments.

6.2 Multi-Neighbors Case

In this part, we will simulate the performance of PBA in a
road topology under different traffic density and packet
loss rate p. We also compare it with other three authentica-
tion schemes for V2V communications. We set the time
frame to be 20 seconds, and the lifetime of beacons to be one
second. Other parameters are set as default shown in
Table 1.

Except the two metrics of packet processing rate and
storage cost, we will use another new metric for evaluation:
overall delay. It is defined as the total authentication time of
a valid beacon from the time that it is produced by a sender
to the time that it is accepted by a receiver.

6.2.1 Traffic Density Scenarios

We first analyze PBA’s performance with different traffic
density, and evaluate it in lossless scenarios of VANETs
where there is no packet loss.

From Fig. 10, it can be observed that PBA’s overall delay
is lower than other three protocols, especially as the number
of OBUs within the radio range increases. It can achieve
instant authentication by a few hash and MAC operations
based on the previously broadcast prediction outcomes. For
ECDSA, even in a low-density traffic scenario, the overall
delay reaches the maximum as most of beacons cannot be
verified before the deadline. The schemes of TESLA and
VAST do not authenticate a message with a MAC until the
MAC’s key disclosure. Here, the disclosure delay is set to be
one beacon interval, so receivers need to store the message
for 0.1 second and then verify it.

We investigate the impact of traffic density on the packet
processing rate. The TESLA-based authentication schemes
(TESLA, VAST and our PBA scheme) work pretty well even
in high-density traffic scenarios. In terms of overhead, we
can see that PBA’s excellent performance will not be
affected by the traffic density.

Through all the scenarios, PBA performs best with a little
authentication delay and storage overhead, and almost
100 percent of received packets authenticated.

6.2.2 Wireless Lossy Scenarios

In lossy scenarios, when one vehicle sends beacons, other
neighbor vehicles receive these beacons with probability
1� p. We test our scheme under the traffic density of aver-
age 20 cars within the radio range.

As shown in Fig. 11, the increase of p slightly extends the
overall delay and storage overhead of PBA. In particular,
when a number of prediction outcomes are lost in highly
dynamic networks, receivers should buffer a mass of beacons
in the queue andwait for future TESLA keys to verify them.

The simulation results also highlight the effectiveness of
the TESLA signatures piggyback mechanism when packet
losses happen in VANETs. Even when p grows to 0.6, our
PBA scheme could maintain excellent packet processing
rate. With more wireless errors, ECDSA decreases the
computational load due to less requests of signature verifi-
cation. It can be observed that the performance of VAST
changes rapidly with different p. It performs well when p is

Fig. 9. PBA: simulation for different packet loss rate, and comparison
with theoretical analysis.

Fig. 8. PBA: simulation for different time frames.
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no larger than 0.3. However, when p keeps increasing, the
performance becomes bad since the operations of ECDSA
verification become significant in the overall computation.

In face of wireless losses, we conclude that PBA is not
only effective but also efficient. It verifies nearly 99 percent
of beacons at extremely low delay with small storage
overhead.

7 RELATED WORK

Many related studies have been reported on authentication
issues for VANETs [7], [8], [9], [10], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[26], [27], [20], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35]. These works mainly
try to solve one of these three problems: key or certificate
management, privacy-preservation and efficient broadcast
authentication.

In [32], Studer et al. propose a key management scheme
to satisfy the security and privacy requirements in VANETs.
They use short-lived keys to sign messages to preserve
the OBU’s privacy, and revoke the certificate timely
if the OBU’s misbehavior is detected. In [33], Hass et al.
make use of Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) to distribute
the revocation information in VANETs, which could help a
receiver OBU check the revocation status of a sender. As the
size of CRL is expected to be large, they use a Bloom filter
[36] to store the certificate identifiers, which would take less
memory and computational overhead to determine whether
a certificate is on the CRL or not. To reduce the authentica-
tion delay caused by checking the long CRL, Wasef et al.
[34] employ a keyed MAC function to do fast checking pro-
cess for the OBU’s certificate.

There are also some works concentrating on the problem
of privacy issues for VANETs. To hide the identity of the
signer, group signature-based schemes [37], [38] are made

use of in [20], [27], [32]. However, these schemes would fail
if a group manager who possesses the group master key
arbitrarily reveals the group member’s identity. In addition,
for V2V communications, the selection of group leader will
sometimes become a bottleneck as OBUs could not find a
trusted entity among vehicles. In [35], the authors introduce
a random key-set based authentication protocol to preserve
the vehicles’ privacy. To achieve the conflicting goals of
privacy and traceability, Sun. et al. [17] propose a privacy-
preserving defense scheme by combining the mechanism of
pseudonyms and the technology of identity-based threshold
signature [39].

For efficient broadcast authentication, there are some
works [8], [9], [10] using batch signature verification [11] or
aggregate signature schemes[12] for V2I communications.
An RSU will verify multiple received signatures at the same
time such that the total verification time could be reduced.
In their schemes, the computational cost is mainly domi-
nated by a few operations of pairing and a number of opera-
tions of point multiplication over the elliptic curve [13]. It is
affordable for RSUs, but expensive for OBUs to verify the
messages [14]. Furthermore, if attackers inject false bea-
cons, it is so hard for the receiver to locate them that these
schemes are also vulnerable to computation-based DoS
attacks [15]. In addition, there are some works [16], [19]
that rely on RSUs or other vehicles to achieve the authen-
tication for vehicular communications. However, these
schemes must assume the RSUs or vehicles as cooperators
are trusted (or at least semi-trusted) in VANETs. More-
over, the performance of authentication delay cannot be
guaranteed for multiply transmissions, especially when
the packet loss rate is high.

For resource-limited environments, researchers have
explored lightweight broadcast authentication schemes,

Fig. 10. Performance comparison results with different traffic density: overall delay (left), packet processing rate (middle), and storage cost (right).

Fig. 11. Performance comparison results with different wireless losses: overall delay (left), packet processing rate (middle), and storage cost (right).
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such as TESLA-based authentication schemes [22], [23],
[24], [26], [31]. Stude et al. [31] propose VAST to provide
a wide range of possible authentication properties. Unfor-
tunately, similar to the basic TESLA, VAST does not
enable instant authentication. In safety-related applica-
tions, delayed verification is not favorable when the
receiver wants to instantly verify the time-sensitive mes-
sages. Hsiao et al. [7] propose a one-time signature
scheme named FastAuth to provide lightweight, timely
and non-repudiation authentication for vehicle-to-vehicle
communications. In FastAuth, they use chained Huffman
hash trees to generate a common public key and mini-
mize the signature size for beacons sent during one pre-
diction interval. As far as we know, FastAuth first
exploits the predictability of future beacons to achieve the
instant authentication in VANETs. However, there is one
drawback in FastAuth: once the receiver misses a beacon,
it cannot work in the rest of the current prediction inter-
val. To deal with packet losses, they add the schemes of
Reed-Solomon (RS) Coding [40] and Public Key Rebind-
ing. However, more communication overhead is required
in wireless lossy environments, as well as the computa-
tional overhead. Our PBA scheme is motivated by Fas-
tAuth, but it belongs to TESLA-based authentication
schemes. With TESLA signatures piggyback, our PBA
could resist packet losses naturally.

8 CONCLUSION

For V2V communications, we propose an effective, effi-
cient and scalable broadcast authentication scheme to
provide both computation-based DoS attacks resilient and
packet losses resilient in VANETs. Moreover, PBA has
the advantage of fast verification by leveraging the
predictability of beacons for single-hop relevant applica-
tions. To defend against memory-based DoS attacks, PBA
only keeps shortened MACs of signatures to reduce the
storage overhead.

By theoretical analysis, we show PBA is secure and
robust in the context of VANETs. Through a range of
evaluations, PBA has been demonstrated to perform well
even under high-density traffic scenarios and lossy wire-
less scenarios. In the future, we will try to study how our
scheme could be improved given accurate prediction
models. For some vehicular applications, it is also impor-
tant to consider the privacy issues. We will address how
to satisfy both security and privacy requirements in the
future work.
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